
TEDDY TALK WITH MARTIN UMC FRIENDS AND FAMILY  

Faith is the reality of what we hope for, the proof of what we don’t see.  

The elders in the past were approved because they showed faith. 
Hebrews 11:1-2 (CEB) 

 

Have you noticed how parties, presents, pageants, Church, and family gatherings can be 

powerful experiences for giving and receiving divine love? We have experienced joy in our 

sanctuary through music, singing, laughing, listening, and celebrating just as families enjoy in 

their homes. We can easily see God’s love shining through those amazing sounds of joy. If we 

take a close look, it is likely we will discover more subtle reminders that God’s love is born in 

us, just as it was born in Jesus over 2,000 years ago.
 

Our spiritual journey is not unlike Joseph and Mary’s trek to Bethlehem. It can be strenuous, 

hectic, and daunting, but characteristic in every condition we face is a Divine capacity for 

trust. We invoke our faith in the power of God’s infinite good. We discover the inner resources 

to recognize God and good are always and everywhere present. Beneath sight and sound, the 

Divine is waiting to be recognized, to be heard, to be born. Each moment in the Season is 

infused with the Spirit by our care and grace to friends, family, and unknowns. 
 

During this season of celebrations, we are often too busy to notice, or perhaps we take it for 

granted. Yet if we will ourselves to turn away from distraction and momentarily break from 

the barrage of demands on our attention and time, we can appreciate the glorious harmony of 

God’s love expressing throughout all creation. 
 

Just as a humble birth in distressing circumstances continues to inspire millions, we, too, can 

embody the peace that passes understanding each time we allow Spirit’s love to be born in us. 

We become the change we want to see in our lives and in the world. As hope matures into 

faith, each of us can begin to realize that the good we hope for is already present. The journey 

to Christmas is our shared human story of realizing our personal Christ presence begins in 

hope and faith. 
 

Allow me to end this Talk with a personal observation. As I start growing in spiritual 

awareness, I begin to feel hopeful. My hope for the future becomes my faith in the present. I 

celebrate Christ awareness alive in me and expressing through me. Through the rest of this 

Holy season, I pray that Hope and Faith will continue to grow in my life. I pray the Love of 

God through my actions will be a beacon of Love for all. 
 

Peace Always, 

Ted 


